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Material Poetries

This wall is designed for visual pleasure in a combination of wood, marble and gold leafing

Asymmetrical elements in the dining are picked from the theme

Narrowing it down to
spacious outlook
By Aum Architects
As said by Norman Foster; “As an architect you
design for the present, with an awareness of the
past for a future which is essentially unknown.”
This project is reflective of just that. Located
in Mumbai, with an area of approx. 1270 sqft,
this residence pushes forward an intelligent
urban design for an easy modern day living.
The objective and idea behind was to conquer
the irregularity present in the site space,
transforming it into a cohesive modern design.
The main challenge was to put forth a progressive
design evolving from this irregular shape formed
in the process of combining the two adjacent
flats thus creating various pockets in the long
living room. So the design revolved around
this irregularity, creating a vibrant composition
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As an architect
you design for the
present, with an
awareness of the
past for a future
which is essentially
unknown.
A full length mirror panel with indirect lighting was customised on site for the dresser.
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Overseeing the unique formal seating in the foreground and the dining area in the background

Ar Manish Dikshit

A back lit customized head board comprises of laser cut panel with classical geometric Motifs

Aum Architects, Gurugram

About the Firm

Common bathroom finished in champagne grey marble and onyx
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Having graduated from VIT’s PVP college of Architecture,
Ar. Manish Dikshit started his Architectural career under
the tutelage of internationally recognized Architect,
Hafeez Contractor. His fervour interest and sincerity of
understanding complexities of Architecture and Design
allowed him to work on large-scale projects ranging from
sprawling townships to urban scale master plans. Under
his able tutelage, AUM Architects have completed over 120
projects, for eminent clientele spanning across 10 countries
including UAE, Singapore, and Spain, which has led them
to be titled as a leading consultant in Interior Design and
Architectural services globally.

Name of the Project: Godha Residence
Firm: Aum Architects
Client Name: Rishi Godha
Project Location: Jogeshwari, Mumbai,
Maharahstra, India
Plot Area: 1266 sqft
Architects: Manish Dikshit

perfectly expressing elegance and style
with a stamp of creative impression. The
design sensibility was to have an organised
chaos. It is challenging to turn hurdles into
items of aesthetics and take them away
from being the eyesore that they are.

The apartment is aptly built upon
urbane living, yet celebrating freedom
of thought and space. Overall, a
refreshing design created by breaking
the monotony of rigid closures of a
tight apartment space.

This everyday living area is the central
core that ties the design and its
occupants together, overlooking the
entire apartment space. The colour
scheme was kept neutral with a pinch
of colour seen in soft furnishings.

The main challenge was to put forth a
progressive design evolving from this
irregular shape formed in the process of
combining the two adjacent flats thus
creating various pockets in the long
living room.
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